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Never before have we
experienced growth
like this on such a 
short period of time on
any platform. With our
new focus on TikTok
we are experiencing a 
reception without
parallel.



NEWS TO YOUNGSTERS
Over 2 million likes, nearly 50 thousand followers, weeks with 4 
million views and some videos with just under a million views. This 
is the description of Dagbladet´s adventure on TikTok that started
up six months ago. On a short amount of time, this account has 
grown and engaged widely with content that focuses on news. The 
variation of videos on Dagbladets TikTok is wide, and includes both
entertaining celebrity-videos, funny viral videos and hard news. 
We find the raw material for these videos via news agencies, social
media, popular websites. And the content reflects the news
coverage on our main platform db.no.Everyone in our editorial
office at Dagbladet TV has become TikTok-spescialists on this short
amount of time. 

We make video content on our original site, Dagbladet, and if we
think this case could, or sometimes should, engage with a younger
audience, we transform the video into a vertical format and post it 
on TikTok. The content is well adapted to fit into the platform. 
Relatively short and to the point. We have discovered that the
prosess of converting and adapting a video from newspaper to 
TikTok, is a much shorter transfer than one might think and the
adaption is going seamless.

http://db.no/


Even though we do adapt the content to better fit into the
TikTok-universe we also work on keeping the Dagbladet 
brand feeling. By keeping our colors, our short and big
headlines, our ability to bring people news in a lighter more 
tabloid way. Staying true to the brand and making sure our
followers know who the content is coming from. Doing this
we have opened up the possibility to reach out with
journalism to a whole new target group, and our incredible
growth showes that our audiece appreciates the content
being served. This is a target group that usually is hard to 
reach.

On TikTok there is a much younger audience than we have 
on our original site, Dagbladet. We use other social media as 
well. Including Snapchat and Facebook, but with being on
this particular platform we also get a much closer interaction
between viewer and sender, and we believe this
development is gaining both our brand, the platform and last 
but not least: getting younger people to engage in news.



https://www.tiktok.com/@dagbladet?_t=8Ve9Wjp9vxF&_r=1
LINK:

https://www.tiktok.com/@dagbladet?_t=8Ve9Wjp9vxF&_r=1

